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The history of the cartridge known as the .357 Remington Maximum is a little puzzling, to say the least. There was certainly no hint of problems in November 1982 when Remington announced it would release a new, specialized revolver round. Primary use was indicated to be metallic silhouette competition. Higher velocity than other such cartridges was supposed to down those pesky 200 meter rams better. Less recoil, decreased muzzle jump and flatter trajectory than hot-loaded .44s or .45 Colts were to be other advantages. The round was to be simply a .357 magnum with its case lengthened 0.315 inch.

Remington reportedly began work on the .357 Maximum at the behest of Sturm, Ruger & Company. Besides the previously mentioned intent to make a flatter-shooting silhouette round, there was certainly another purpose. Less bullet drop and recoil would be quite advantageous in the hunting field. Handgun hunters seeking deer and varmints were supposedly looking for such performance.

Then there was the gun itself. A smaller diameter bullet than the common .44 or .45 would allow thicker barrel and cylinder walls when standard diameter parts were used. The .357 Maximum also required a longer cylinder. Thus more weight would remain in the gun to control recoil. Even more importantly, the extra steel would provide a larger margin of safety in the event handloaders inadvertently added a bit of extra powder. It’s been known to happen with such rounds.

The .357 in the title indicates the .35-caliber pistol bullet diameter of 0.357 inch as opposed to the rifle diameter of 0.358 inch. Weight of the slug was 158 grains, the same as the common .357 Magnum. Remington’s only factory offering was supposed to give this bullet a muzzle velocity of 1,825 fps from a 10.5-inch barrel. Speed dropped to 1,588 fps at 50 yards and 1,381 at 100. Energy figures came to 1,168, 885 and 669 foot-pounds (ft-lbs) at the three distances, respectively. These figures yield a midrange trajectory of 0.4 inch for 50 yards and 1.7 inches for 100.

Given that the .357 Maximum was introduced as a specialized handgun round with only one factory load, a question arises involving the bullet. Outward appearance was exactly the same as a bullet offered in a Remington .357 Magnum factory round. One would logically expect the slug to be more stoutly constructed in the Maximum because of its much greater starting velocity.

Although some writers of the time who used the new cartridge on game indicated factories loaded it with a tougher bullet, apparently this was not the case. Others stated emphatically that it wasn’t. Indeed, a more durable bullet may not really be desired.

Consider the silhouette shooting aspect. The first targets, the chickens, live 50 meters from the firing line. Any load/bullet combination one can put in a .357 Maximum will blow these targets off the stake. By the time the Maximum’s bullet gets to the 100-meter pigs, velocity is down enough that fragmenting is of little concern.

Certainly shooting live game is a different state of affairs, right?
Not really. Virtually all American shooters look at magnum cartridges as adding extra range, not as adding extra power to take animals more reliably at normal ranges. Why this is so has not been properly studied. If the .357 Maximum is thought of as simply adding about 50 yards range to the .357 Magnum so animals can be taken at 100 yards instead of 40 to 50, then there is no need to change bullet construction. The .357 Magnum and its bullet have proven at least adequate at 50 yards on suitable game. We are not, of course, talking about moose, grizzlies or carnivorous dinosaurs, even though such creatures seem to be continuously mentioned by handgun hunters.

All this talk about range and power really heats up when we discover that factory ammunition for the .357 Maximum did not achieve published velocity from the revolvers chambering it. All reliable sources seem to indicate at least 150 fps less muzzle velocity and some over 200 fps less! Standard deviation was rather large and accuracy nothing to brag about.

Federal Cartridge then began loading the .357 Maximum in 1984. Only one variation was offered, but it was a 180-grain jacketed hollowpoint (HP) at a published muzzle speed of 1,550 fps and energy of 960 ft-lbs, dropping to 1,305 fps/680 ft-lbs at 50 paces. It too suffered significant loss when fired in Ruger revolvers. Velocity was down 150 to 180 fps normally. Federal dropped its Maximum cartridge very quickly. More on this later.

Remington took Federal’s lead in 1985 and announced a 180-grain jacketed HP achieving 1,555 fps from the muzzle of 10½-inch test barrels. Fifty-yard velocity was 1,328 fps, 1,154 fps at 100. Energy figures came to 966, 705 and 532 ft-lbs, respectively. This loading was “subject to stock on hand” in 1989 and gone in 1990. The same treatment was given to the original 158-grain load in 1997. It was gone in 1998.

History of the .357 Maximum’s ammunition may seem puzzling, but that of the Ruger revolver firing it is even more so. Writers receiving the first Rugers and Remington ammunition discovered the combination produced a terrific muzzle blast. Then, after as few as 20 shots, it was noticed that metal was disappearing from the underside of the top strap just above the barrel/cylinder gap! Also the forcing cone was moderately to severely roughened – “by gas erosion” – it was said. Results of this discovery were both immediate and predictable.
First came the prophecy that 200 or 300 rounds would completely cut through the top strap! Anyone familiar with what it takes to cut steel using heat knows such a statement is just plain absurd. I have seen several revolvers in collections and while appearing to have been shot quite a bit, only enough “gas cutting” was visible to say that it actually existed. A couple of photos in gun magazines of the 1980s show grooves of perhaps 0.020 inch depth – not enough to more than mention in my opinion.

Obviously Ruger, Colt, S&W and others had made millions of .357 Magnums without a single severed top strap. What was going on here? Top pressure of the .357 Maximum was given as 48,000 to 50,000 CUP, while the .357 Magnum registers 46,000 CUP. Does anyone believe that a 4,000 CUP increase is going to cut through top straps and erode forcing cones in a couple of hundred rounds?

It is the forcing cone “erosion” that seems to give the problem away. Simply heating steel to a very high temperature doesn’t hurt it a bit, unless the temperature is enough to melt it into a puddle. Casehardening is a perfect example. Sure, high temperatures and pressure can cause minute cracking and flaking of a bore’s surface, but only in many thousands of rounds, not less than 100.

If this “erosion” was due to high pressure/temperature gas, why weren’t the barrel face, cylinder face and cylinder throats also damaged? Because gas pressure had help from hard, not completely consumed powder granules.

Consider that the long .357 Maximum case requires a very long column of slow-burning powder to generate the (supposed) high velocity given to its bullet. This bullet is then very short and lightweight for the powder charge in a revolver. Now note that virtually everyone who shot the .357 Maximum in the Ruger noticed smoke-smudging on the fired cases when 158-grain factory rounds were used – the same with maximum power handloads. Also, these loads gave velocity spreads of over 100 fps – sometimes a lot more. This can only mean one thing.

Cartridges developing over 48,000 CUP do not smoke cases, period! The smudging indicated that the pressure in the chamber at the time the bullet left the case mouth was not sufficient to expand the soft brass and seal the chamber. I believe the cylinder-to-barrel jump, light bullet and generous throat dimensions allowed pressure to drop enough to cause the hard-to-ignite, slow-burning powder to almost stop burning. The bullet then hit the forcing cone and stopped in the bore.
This is exactly the same situation that occurs in rifle barrels when light bullets ahead of very slow-burning powders are fired in chambers having long throats (long freebore). The bullet pops out of the neck, pressure drops and sometimes the fire almost goes out. The bullet coasts along until it hits the rifling, stopping there when not enough pressure exists to push it farther.

As the blockage allows pressure to build, the bullet usually starts moving. Velocities aren’t very uniform if many shots are measured. On rare occasions the slug doesn’t move fast enough and — boom! Rifle pieces that are not normally individual parts fly in all directions. This phenomenon was a mystery in rifles for many years, until transducer pressure measuring equipment revealed it.

In the .357 Maximum, stopping of the light 158-grain slug, then the greatly increased pressure buildup pushed hard, unburned powder grains against the forcing cone abrading it like so much sand. Hot gas and powder bits then exited the barrel-cylinder gap for a far longer duration than normal, slightly abrading the top strap. Simply changing powder in the factory load apparently could not solve the problem. Or at least muzzle velocities would have had to have been lower still. That would never do. It was reported that Remington used a different powder in its factory ammunition than had been loaded in the test cartridges supplied to Ruger during gun development. Why? No one has said.

Federal Cartridge apparently picked up on this almost immediately and dropped all .357 Maximum ammunition. No accidents seem to have happened, yet when handloaders got hold of the revolver and started using even lighter bullets there was that possibility.

With the largely cosmetic cutting of the top strap bothering gun writers, and low velocity and accuracy not all it should have been, Ruger quickly dropped the .357 Maximum. This got Remington off the hook as Thompson/Center was selling Contender barrels which, of course, were not plagued by revolver problems. Owners needed ammunition and brass to keep them shooting.

Empty cases are still available. Most, however, are not used in revolvers or even T/C Contenders. Forming little wildcats for single-shot varmint and cast bullet target rifles is their end. Who would have suspected this in 1982?
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The desert sky dawned blue and cloudless. The sun felt good in the early morning chill. It would be less benign later in the day, reddening bared skin and creating shimmering mirage to obscure the view through the scope.

Clair Rees

In addition to depleting the local prairie dog population, I and my fellow hunters were testing a brand-new varmint bullet Barnes Bullets was about to introduce – the Varmint Grenade.

The Varmint Grenade truly deserves its militaristic moniker. Earlier, Barnes had received a request from our military to develop a highly frangible projectile. The bullet would be a training round designed to fragment on contact, yielding minimal splash-back on steel targets.

The military also had another demand – the bullet must distribute no lead or other harmful pollutants into the atmosphere. To meet this specification, Barnes built the bullet to its recently adopted MPG™ (Multi-Purpose Green) standard. Containing no lead, the bullet featured a powdered copper/tin composite metal core surrounded by a gilding metal jacket. The hollow nose was designed for explosive performance!
rapid expansion, while the inside of the jacket was scribed to help the bullet instantly tear apart.

The military was delighted with the new bullet. In fact, it worked so well it gave the folks at Barnes a great idea. Why not use a similar, highly frangible design featuring the same technology to build a better varmint bullet? The fast-expanding bullet had been proven exceptionally accurate and should be downright deadly on marmots, prairie dogs and coyotes. Because it totally disintegrates on impact, ricochets would be eliminated.

When tested in ballistic gelatin, the military bullet penetrated 11 to 16 inches. The folks at Barnes wanted the new varmint bullet to disintegrate a lot quicker, so they went to work.

Without detailing exactly how Barnes did it – “There’s no need to educate our competitors,” said Barnes President Randy Brooks – the company tweaked the design of its frangible, lead-free military bullet so it comes apart instantly on impact. The bulk of the fragments penetrate no more than 6 to 8 inches, perfect for prairie dogs and similarly sized critters.

To illustrate this phenomenon, Barnes’s technical guru Tim Janzen suspended a grape, then shot a 36-grain .224-inch Varmint Grenade into it. He used a .22-250 Remington rifle with the bullet impacting at 4,300 fps. (The last photo in the accompanying sequence shows the frangible core flying off in all directions.)

As I learned during spring varmint shoots, prairie poodles are virtually vaporized. Shoot up a ’dog town with Varmint Grenades, and hungry hawks circling overhead have a hard time finding prairie dog parts big enough to snack on.
While Varmint Grenades are highly frangible, they won’t come apart in flight. I’ve fired them from a .22-250 Remington rifle at velocities exceeding 4,400 fps, and they held together just fine. Rifling twist rate can be an even greater factor than velocity when it comes to destroying bullets before they reach their target. The .22-250 mentioned had a standard one-in-14-inch twist. I’ve fired the same bullet at 3,700 fps through a lightweight .223 sporter Charlie Sisk made with a fast one-in-8-inch twist. In all instances, the bullets remained intact long enough to explosively dismantle ground squirrels, jackrabbits and prairie dogs out to 350 yards.

These new, highly frangible bullets delivered excellent accuracy in all the rifles I’ve fired them from. They include a bullbarreled Savage Model 12 that punched .24-inch, three-shot groups from 100 yards, the superlight Charlie Sisk custom .223 that did nearly as well, and a Ruger Mini-14 Ranch Rifle that

---

Above, Rees’s Encore .22-250 Remington shot well with Varmint Grenade handloads. Right, a fast twist Mini Mauser made by Charlie Sisk produced .25-inch, 100-yard groups with Varmint Grenade loads.

Below left, a suspended grape was targeted in the Varmint Grenade test. Center, as the bullet enters the grape, both bullet and grape instantly disintegrate. Facing page, passing through the grape, the frangible VG core flies off in all directions.
delivered minute-of-angle precision – great performance from an autoloader not noted for benchrest accuracy.

With .243 Winchester handloads pushing 62-grain Varmint Grenades, a light, easy-carrying Classic Model 10 Savage I've been using punches .59-inch, three-shot groups. This rifle will accompany me to South Dakota, where I'll be calling coyotes a few weeks from now.

Varmint Grenade bullets expand so quickly Tim Janzen theorized they would immediately disintegrate inside a coyote or bobcat, leaving no gaping exit wound. Pelt hunters appreciate bullets that do little damage to valuable hides.

To check this out, I worked up a Varmint Grenade load consisting of 39.0 grains of Reloder 15 for my .22-250 Remington Thompson/Center Encore pistol. The 36-grain bullet was seated .10 inch off the lands, resulting in a cartridge overall length (OAL) of 2.320 inches. While I tried a few other combinations, this was the load I settled on. The bullets left the muzzle of the 14 3/8-inch barrel at 3,825 fps and regularly printed .6-inch, three-shot groups from sandbags at 100 yards.

After one unproductive calling expedition brought no coyotes in, I teamed up with Ty Herring and tried again the following weekend. Both of us wore full desert camouflage, including multicolored face masks and lightweight mesh gloves. Canines are said to be color-blind, but we were taking no chances.

Instead of using mouth-blown calls, we relied on an electronic PreyMasters unit with a speaker positioned 40 yards upwind. The calling tape I selected mimicked a fawn in distress. I'd used it before with good success.

While Ty covered one approach with his rifle, I settled in behind him, my pistol pointing in the opposite direction. A Stoney Point bipod made the long-barreled handgun seem as steady as a bull-barreled rifle.

Minutes after I triggered the call, a fighting-mad doe ran from a grove of aspen trees, eager to trample whatever was torment-
The new environmentally friendly varmint bullet has proven exceptionally accurate.

Powders used in the .22-250 Remington handloads included Winchester 748, Varget and Reloder 15.

Powders used for the .223 Remington handloads included IMR-4198 and Reloder 7.

The wind blew all day long, without a moment's letup. The coyotes were smart enough to lie low out of the wind. We weren't.

The next morning the temperature dropped to 32 degrees, and we drove through a blizzard in the same 40-mph winds. With conditions worse than ever, we weren't surprised when our luck didn't change. By noon the snow had quit falling — but if anything, the wind blew harder than ever. When I opened the truck's door, the wind snatched a good felt hat from my head and carried it across the prairie. The last I saw of the hat it was 20 feet off the 110-yard shot, and the yodel dog died on the spot. There was an exit hole, but it was barely noticeable. The Varmint Grenade had left the pelt in pretty good shape.

A few weeks later, Tim and I drove to central Wyoming to meet Tim O'Brien, a champion coyote caller who wore a necklace of mouth-blown calls. When we left our hotel the following morning, the wind was blowing 40 mph. That's not unusual in desert country, but this time the wind blew all day long, without a moment’s letup. The coyotes were smart enough to lie low out of the wind. We weren't.

The next morning the temperature dropped to 32 degrees, and we drove through a blizzard in the same 40-mph winds. With conditions worse than ever, we weren't surprised when our luck didn't change. By noon the snow had quit falling — but if anything, the wind blew harder than ever. When I opened the truck's door, the wind snatched a good felt hat from my head and carried it across the prairie. The last I saw of the hat it was 20 feet off the plat du jour. It was an easy 110-yard shot, and the yodel dog died on the spot. There was an exit hole, but it was barely noticeable. The Varmint Grenade had left the pelt in pretty good shape.

A few weeks later, Tim and I drove to central Wyoming to meet Tim O'Brien, a champion coyote caller who wore a necklace of mouth-blown calls. When we left our hotel the following morning, the wind was blowing 40 mph. That’s not unusual in desert country, but this time the wind blew all day long, without a moment’s letup. The coyotes were smart enough to lie low out of the wind. We weren’t.

The next morning the temperature dropped to 32 degrees, and we drove through a blizzard in the same 40-mph winds. With conditions worse than ever, we weren’t surprised when our luck didn’t change. By noon the snow had quit falling — but if anything, the wind blew harder than ever. When I opened the truck’s door, the wind snatched a good felt hat from my head and carried it across the prairie. The last I saw of the hat it was 20 feet off the plat du jour. It was an easy 110-yard shot, and the yodel dog died on the spot. There was an exit hole, but it was barely noticeable. The Varmint Grenade had left the pelt in pretty good shape.

I was worried she’d scare coyotes away. Suddenly raising her head, she stared off to my right, then hurried back into the trees. Minutes later, a coyote materialized, eagerly looking around for the plat du jour. It was an easy 110-yard shot, and the yodel dog died on the spot. There was an exit hole, but it was barely noticeable. The Varmint Grenade had left the pelt in pretty good shape.

I was worried she’d scare coyotes away. Suddenly raising her head, she stared off to my right, then hurried back into the trees. Minutes later, a coyote materialized, eagerly looking around for the plat du jour. It was an easy 110-yard shot, and the yodel dog died on the spot. There was an exit hole, but it was barely noticeable. The Varmint Grenade had left the pelt in pretty good shape.

Rees tested prototype Varmint Grenades on Utah prairie dogs.
ground, headed for the New Mexico border.

On the way back to town that afternoon, Tim caught a glimpse of a coyote huddled against a tall sagebrush some 300 yards away. When the truck stopped moving, the animal took off. Tim tried to get a shot, but the wind made it impossible to hold the rifle steady. His crosshairs danced all over the place, allowing the song dog to make a clean exit.

Later on, Tim drove to California's Tejo Ranch, where he finally connected with a yodel dog. The coyote was quartering away, running flat out. Tim swung the rifle ahead of the fleeing coyote, guessing at the lead. When he pulled the trigger, the coyote made a forward somersault onto his back and lay still.

“The bullet hit the coyote in its spine,” Tim said. “While the bullet killed him instantly, it wasn’t a great test of penetration. When I reached the dead animal, I fired another bullet broadside into its chest at point-blank range. I couldn’t find the entrance wound, but the exit hole was about the diameter of my thumb.”

Above, this .60-inch, 100-yard group was made with a T/C Encore pistol loaded with 36-grain Varmint Grenades ahead of 39.0 grains of RL-15. Right Tim Janzen shot this coyote with a 6mm Varmint Grenade handload.
Handloader 249

For instance, a load consisting of 39.0 grains of TAC powder behind a 36-grain Varmint Grenade produced five-shot groups measuring .4 inch, center-to-center, when fired from a bull-barreled Model 700 .22-250 Remington. Winchester cases and Federal GM210M primers were used. Bullets were loaded .058 inch off the lands.

The same bullet fired from a Model 700 .223 Remington rifle averaged .50-inch groups. Again, TAC powder (29.5 grains) was the propellant. Winchester Small Rifle primers were used, and bullets were seated .020 inch off the lands.

Barnes’s new Varmint Grenade is now available in .224 and 6mm calibers. Those who don’t reload can buy Black Hills .223 Remington factory ammunition loaded with 36-grain VG bullets. The 36-grain .224-inch Varmint Grenade has a ballistic coefficient of .149. The 62-grain, 6mm Varmint Grenade’s ballistic coefficient is .199.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>powders</th>
<th>starting load</th>
<th>maximum load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>charge (grains)</td>
<td>velocity (fps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMR-4198</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>3,473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAC-2015BR</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>3,454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL-7</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>3,488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>3,514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Terminator</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>3,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>3,681</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Winchester cases and WSR primers used in the .223 Remington loads. Bullets were seated 0.020 inch off the lands. The 23.6-inch barrel had a one-in-12-inch rifling twist. Winchester cases and Federal GM21OM primers were used in the .22-250 Remington loads. Bullets were seated 0.058 inch off the lands. A 25.9-inch barrel with a one-in-14-inch rifling twist was used to fire these loads.
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Catalog # 544.4 . . . . . . . . . . . $19.95

The Art of Bullet Casting Collection - DVD ROM

• Art of Bullet Casting • Bullet Making Annual Vol. I & II • Cast Bullet Sp. Ed.

How-to’s for casting bullets. A collection of articles taken from years of Handloader and Rifle covering the basics to more advanced techniques. Get technical and accurate with your casting and swaging.

Catalog # 544.3 . . . . . . . . . . . $25.00

The Bullet’s Flight – CD ROM

Franklin W. Mann

This monumental work by Dr. Franklin W. Mann details his experiments with rifles and ammunition. You will be pleased with the level of detail, pictures and other investigations. Loaded with great historical as well as modern technical information, it’s a unique and classic addition to any reloader’s library.

Catalog # 544.7 . . . . . . . . . . . $19.95

Individual CD/DVD U.S. Shipping Charges:  1 = $3.25  2-4 = $5.00  5-7 = $6.50  8-12 = $8.00
(All books on CD/DVD are for computer use only.)

Hunting Videos on DVD

Boddington On Buffalo... Leopard... and the African Experience DVD

Craig Boddington

Travel to the famed Zambezi Valley and join noted outdoor writer Craig Boddington and professional hunter Andrew Dawson of Chifuti Safaris as they guide you through the exciting hunts for African Cape buffalo and leopard. These are three of the most comprehensive films ever produced on hunting these magnificent trophies and enjoying the modern-day safari. A must for every safari enthusiast!

Catalog # BODD-BUF (buffalo) . . . . . $39.95
Catalog # BODD-LEP (leopard) . . . . . $39.95
Catalog # BODD-African EXP. . . . . . $39.95

10 Days in Africa DVD

Wolfe Publishing Co.

Join Dave Scovill on his exciting hunting adventures pursuing Cape buffalo and magnificent plains game of the Okavango Delta in Botswana with a Winchester Model 1886 .50 BPE.

Catalog # 544.2 . . . . . . . . . . . $14.95
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The Legacy of Lever Guns
This special edition from the folks at *Rifle* and *Handloader* magazines is devoted to America’s favorite rifles. *The Legacy of Lever Guns* is a complete reference for loading and shooting lever actions! It is the most authoritative work on lever actions ever, including manufacture dates for various serial numbers. Marlin, Savage, Winchester, Browning and more are covered.

Catalog # 566.5 . . . . . . . . . SB $7.00

Pet Loads
Ken Waters
A monumental work by the leading authority in the handloading field. More than just a reloading manual, this large, comprehensive book contains loading procedures, tables, tips, precautions and commentary; over 100 cartridges are detailed. (Incorporates all supplements from #1 to #22.)

Catalog # 549 . . . . . . . . . SB $49.00

Pet Loads Supplement #23
Ken Waters
This supplement, the first since the release of the sixth edition in November 1998, contains articles on the .308 WCF, .338 Winchester Magnum, 7mm Remington Magnum, 6mm Remington, .35 Whelen, .30-06, .270 Weatherby Magnum, .375 H&H Magnum, .25-36 Marlin, Loads for Lever Guns and more! This supplement is 64 pages and is pre-punched to fit a 3- or 5-ring binder. This is the first supplement to the latest edition of *Pet Loads*.

Catalog # 549-23 . . . . . . . . . . $10.50

Pet Loads Supplement #24
Ken Waters
This supplement, the last of Ken’s “Pet Loads,” includes Loading Big Game Bullets for Deer, .25-35 Winchester-Marlin, .220 Swift, 7mm-08 (Update), .223 Remington (Update), .307 Winchester (Update), .300 Savage, .222 Magnum Remembered, .300 Weatherby (Update), .257 Roberts in a Carbine, .40-65 Winchester and 7-30 Waters in 2001.

Catalog # 549-24 . . . . . . . . . . $10.50

*Pet Loads Set • Manual Plus Both Supplements #23 & #24
Catalog # 549.set . . . . . . . . . . $65.00  SAVE $5.00

Big Bore Rifles and Cartridges
*Wolfe Publishing Co.*
Definitive book on large calibers from 8mm to .600 Nitro with more than 60 chapters containing load tables and commentary on the guns and cartridges. The best book ever done on big bores! The load information exceeds most reloading manuals and the rifle reviews give you all the analyses you want.

Catalog # 572.1 . . . . . . . . . . SB $26.00

Varmint and Small Game Rifles and Cartridges
*Wolfe Publishing Co.*
Newly Revised and Updated! A large-format book with loads, commentary and resources for the less than .40-caliber family. This book tells you what shoots and why, describing the basic principles required for top-notch accuracy in varmint hunting. Wootters, Hagel, Simpson, Carmichel, Venturino and others cover the sport from .17 to .32-40.

Catalog # 572.11 . . . . . . . . . . SB $15.00

Wildcat Cartridges, Combo Edition
*Wolfe Publishing Co.*
Wildcatters can’t find information as readily as they can in this handy one source book. Volumes I & II combined in this edition to profile most of the popular and famous wildcats, each representing a small advance in cartridge development, each wedging open the door of progress just a little bit more. Details rifle and handgun cartridges from the .14-221 to the .460 Van Horn. A comprehensive work containing reloading tables and commentary, this huge volume is unparalleled anywhere.

Catalog # 584.3 . . . . . . . . . . SB $49.00

Master Index
*Wolfe Publishing Co.*
Third Edition. *Rifle* and *Handloader* magazines (1966-1996). This convenient reference of articles, columns, authors and subjects is a handy way to research information sources.

Catalog # 542 . . . . . . . . . . SB $8.00  ON SALE $5.00

Advanced Handloading Beyond the Basics – DVD Video
*Wolfe Publishing Co.*
Redding, Sierra and Wolfe Publishing have teamed up to bring you an advanced handloading DVD. John Barsness hosts this DVD and teaches you how to use advanced tools to make your handloads shoot better. This video covers advanced techniques needed to enhance your ammunition accuracy.

Catalog # 544.9 . . . . . . . . . . $19.95  Coming in December!
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Gunsmithing

Mauser M98 & M96  
R. A. Walsh  
This do-it-yourself book goes far beyond any available books or manuals covering Mauser restoration and conversions. Using detailed text, accurate illustrations and photographs, this book explains the methods and practices used in creating a custom Mauser. Perfect for the enthusiast, gunsmith, rifleman or hunter. This book comes with the original full-size shop drawings.  
Catalog # 565 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SB $32.50

Benchrest Actions & Triggers  
Stuart Otteson  
For professional and amateur gunsmiths who plan to build benchrest-quality rifles, this volume enables the enthusiast to select components from the research and detailed analyses of Stuart Otteson. Complete with drawings, all is explained.  
Catalog # 541 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SB $27.95  ON SALE $17.95

Practical Gunsmithing  
Edward Matunas  
An authoritative guide to maintaining, repairing and improving firearms. This book shows how to do dozens of jobs easily handled by an amateur, while identifying those best left to a pro.  
Catalog # 588 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HB $31.95

The Story of Pope's Barrels  
Ray Smith  
Pope's finest work was with muzzleloading, lead bullet, soft steel, low-velocity, single-shot rifles. This book captures his story and landmarks him as one of the greats of firearms development. A classic book of gunmaking history. See what accuracy was accomplished with simple tools.  
Catalog # 568 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HB $39.00

Shooting

The Paul Matthews Collection  
Paul Matthews is the authoritative figure in the world of Black Powder Cartridge Rifle shooting. This collection of books contains a wealth of information. Once again Matthews offers his astute insight into the world of black powder cartridge rifle shooting with more tips and "recipes" for the accuracy needed to effectively compete. Lots of how-to's, from cross-sticks to mirage to making your own casting dipper and bullet lubricant, Paul imparts all the facts and figures necessary to come out a winner!  
Black Powder, Pig Lead and Steel Silhouettes  
Catalog # 567 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SB $16.95

Cast Bullets for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle  
Catalog # 567 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Forty Years with the .45-70, Revised  
Catalog # 567 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SB $14.50

How-To's for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle Shooter  
Catalog # 567 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Loading the Black Powder Rifle Cartridge  
Catalog # 567 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Shooting the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle  
Catalog # 567 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

*Buy the entire 6 book collection for one low price!  
Catalog # 567 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SB $100.00
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Sam Colt’s Own Record, 1847

Samuel Colt

Chronologically presented, the correspondence published in this volume completes the account of the manufacture in 1847 of the Walker Model Colt revolver. This book is a most unusual and rare look at firearms and early industrial history. This record has never been published before and is a ‘must have’ for every history buff and lover of the revolver.

Catalog # 564.7 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.50

Modern Shotguns and Loads

Charles Askins

This classic covers shotguns and shooting techniques. History, ammunition, handloading and the principles and terms of wingshooting are explained. Timeless information.

Catalog # 571.5 . . . . . . . . . HB $30.00

Family Protection Guide

Craig Fox Huber

Learn how to outsmart anyone threatening your family’s safety with these practical tips from a former Marine with 25 years of experience in high-risk personal security. Guides to making your home as safe as possible and avoiding potential hazards of day-to-day living wherever you go may save the life of a loved one. Customize your family’s self-defense plan with recommended products, training and conditioning. This book will teach you how to “think security” in everything you do.

Catalog # 555.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.95

The Muzzle-Loading Rifle ... Then and Now

Walter M. Cline

This extensive compilation about the muzzleloading rifle contains a cross section of the preserved data concerning the development of the “hallowed ole arms of the Southern highlands.” History and gun knowledge not found so easily is yours in this vital resource.

Catalog # 567.8 . . . . . . . . . HB $32.00

New Books

Trophies and Cartridges

Dave Scovill

This book offers the reader a potpourri of information on an unusual mix of subjects that is sure to help hunters and shooters. Bullet development, gunsmithing tips for your Colt handguns, thoughts on accuracy, trophy hunting, shooting techniques with iron sights, various rifle and caliber commentary for various game, leverguns, cast bullets and hunting tips name just a few of the topics covered. From the author’s extensive experience as editor of Rifle, Handloader and Successful Hunter magazines, this book covers subjects usually not offered by other books, which is the purpose of this unique and valuable presentation.

Catalog # 554.2 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.95

Ken Waters’ Notebook – “Best Wishes for Good Shooting” 1968-1989

Ken Waters

(Brand New Material Never Before Published)

Today’s best authority on reloading and firearms reveals his unfathomable knowledge through this chronological catalog of letters. In the tradition of other great shooters’ notebooks, this text of letters contains load tables, little known facts, history, esoteric details and Ken’s personal recommendations to various questions and concerns.

If you enjoy finding little nuggets of golden information on handloading or guns, you will be fascinated on your journey through these letters that are jammed with information, not chit-chat. The load tables are well worth the purchase and all information has never been published before. Ken was prolific in his correspondence with extensive details. None of these letters ever appeared in Rifle or Handloader magazines; it is all new material from the author. This is a large book presented in the original letter format. Those who know Ken will love this new book, and those not familiar will be amazed at the depth of his knowledge and straightforward, easy-to-understand writing style.

Catalog # 549.21 . . . . . . . . . SB $35.00

Finn Aagaard – Selected Works

Finn Aagaard

Fans of Finn’s writing will be thrilled to find this collection all in one place. His in-depth approach on subjects, written in his impeccable style, allows the reader entertainment and learning in a neat package. He has tales of leopards, how to manage dangerous game, one rifle/one load, slings in the field, various calibers are covered, killing power myths and, of course, his great African stories as well as practical chapters. You will love this book, and with its valuable information, it will make a great gift for anyone who enjoys hunting or guns.

Catalog # 564.2 . . . . . . . . . SB $28.95
Hunting

The Life of the Hunt  
John Barsness  
A wide-ranging collection of tales from the author’s lifetime of experiences from Arctic to Africa. A “must read” for hunters serious about their sport.

Catalog # 588.73 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.00

The Longwalkers: 25 Years of Tracking the Northern Cougar  
Jerry A. Lewis  
Trek the snow-covered mountain forests of Idaho, Montana, British Columbia and Alberta with the author as he follows cougars/mountain lions on foot, guided by his keen hounds. Written by a man who truly understands and appreciates the cougar’s ways.

Catalog # 578.75 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.95

Alaskan Yukon Trophies Won & Lost  
G.O. Young  
This is a replica of the original book that was printed in 1947 and covers an expedition into the interior of Alaska and the Yukon Territory by a party of three men. Share their journey through triumph and hardship. This is truly one of the best hunting adventures of all time. This book is cherished by all who have read it. Don’t miss the adventure yourself.

Catalog # 576.5 . . . . . . . . . SB $35.00 (Limited Quantities)

Tales of Alaska’s Big Bears  
Jim Rearden  
Gripping accounts of the most frightening encounters with Alaska’s big bears. Told in Rearden’s unique factual style, he takes you on a journey about Alaska’s bears with tales of how people live and die in the 49th state with the world’s largest land carnivore.

Catalog # 576.4 . . . . . . . . . SB $14.95

Adventure

The Stewart Edward White Series  
From one of the leading outdoorsmen of the last century, White gives his methods for extended stays in rugged country. How-to’s from packing horses to pitching tents in rough weather. More than survival, you can enjoy your wilderness stay. His great writing style about African adventure is equaled in this work, only with his love of North America.

Camp & Trail  
Catalog # 580.5 . . . . . . . . . HB $25.00

The Mountains  
Catalog # 580.2 . . . . . . . . . HB $25.00

*Buy all four and Save!  
Catalog # 580.SET . . . . . . HB $75.00

Custer’s Horses  
Gary Paul Johnston, James A. Fischer and Harold A. Geer  
What really happened that fateful day in 1876? For more than a century, it has been the object of controversy, debate and fascination. Never before has the Battle of the Little Bighorn been examined from the horses’ perspectives. This landmark book reveals a never-published report and an untold story giving new insights into why the cavalry’s fate was sealed before that legendary encounter. History and Little Bighorn buffs will love this book!

Catalog # 569.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $15.95

Wings from Burma to the Himalayas  
John W. Gordon  
Indelibly burned into the memories of the fliers of the China-Burma-India theater are the experiences told by Gordon of flying the uncharted skies of the Hump in C-47s. An action-packed historical adventure.

Catalog # 582 . . . . . . . . . HB $22.50 ON SALE $11.25

Rustlers of West Fork  
Louis L’Amour  
A L’Amour classic frontier novel featuring the legendary Hopalong Cassidy.

Catalog # 588.17 . . . . . . . . . HB $18.00 ON SALE $9.00
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Magazines & More

Rifle
Handloader
Successful Hunter

One Year Subscription: $19.97
One Year Subscription: $22.97
One Year Subscription: $19.97

Handloader Magazine Binder & Rifle Magazine Binder
Preserve your Handloader and Rifle magazines in sturdy, handsome and practical black-grained binders. Organize 12 issues to make an attractive addition to your library. These are heavy-duty binders you'll be proud to use.

Handloader Catalog # 515 . . . . . . $12.50  Rifle Catalog # 535 . . . . . . $12.50

Targets with a Twist
Handgun & Rifle Targets
The staff at Handloader and Rifle magazines developed two targets for precision shooting with rifles, iron-sighted handguns and scoped guns. With the unique color, bullseye and grid, your target work is sure to improve! Targets come in handy pad form.

Catalog # 552.004 . . . . . . $4.95 ppd (20 targets – 10 rifle and 10 handgun)
Catalog # 552.004S . . . . . . $15.95 ppd (100 targets – 50 rifle and 50 handgun)

LoadData.com
The online reloading manual that grows and is constantly updated. You will never need to buy another printed manual. Every month more loads are entered into our database from the pages of Handloader magazine. You can search your favorite cartridge by caliber, bullet weight, powder type or a combination of all three. You must go to the website to subscribe. A free binder is included with your subscription. Visit www.loaddata.com.

LoadData.com 3-Ring Binder
File your favorite “pet loads” from our LoadData.com database in this handy 3-ring, 3-inch binder.
Catalog # 545 . . . . . . $12.50

Successful Hunter Slipcases
Wolfe Publishing Co.
Store one year of your Successful Hunter magazines.
Catalog # 505 . . . . . . $10.00

Wolfe Publishing Company

Wolfe Bucks
Good for $10 toward any Wolfe product.
Subscription or renewal not applicable. Does not include shipping.
Limit one per customer.

072282564

Wolfe Bucks
Good for $10 toward any Wolfe product.
Subscription or renewal not applicable. Does not include shipping.
Limit one per customer.

Order Online: www.riflemagazine.com

Name (Please Print) ________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________
City __________________________ State ________ Zip ________________
Phone Number: __________________________________________________

Ordering Instructions:
- Combination Order of Books, Binders and CD/DVDs
- Shipping for Int’l. orders, contact
- CD/DVD ONLY (use this chart)
- Pay using Visa, MasterCard, American Express or Discover
- Payment must accompany order.

Total Cost

Order Online: www.riflemagazine.com

Shipping & Handling: $7.25
Each Additional Item Charge = $1.25 x (# of items)
TOTAL CHARGE: (U.S. Funds Only) $